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Abstract
We have examined several combinations of solvents with the aim of optimizing the ionization
conditions for molecular diagnosis of malignant tumours by PESI-MS. Although the best conditions
may depend on the actual species in the sample, the optimal conditions for renal cell carcinoma
(RCC) were achieved by using alcohols. PESI-MS successfully delineated the differential expression
of phospholipids (PCs) and triacylglycerols (TAGs) in noncancerous and RCC tissues by using these
solvent systems. This study paves the way for the application of PESI-MS in medical samples.
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Introduction

T he application of mass spectrometry (MS) to medicine
has a relatively long history, dating back to 1980s when

gas chromatography mass spectrometry (GC-MS) had been
applied in the kinetic analysis of bile acid in patients with
Crohn’s disease [1]. Subsequently, the development of new
ionization techniques such as electrospray ionization (ESI)

[2] and matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI)
[3] have accelerated the application of MS in medicine [4].

Recently, desorption electrospray ionization mass spec-
trometry (DESI-MS) has been applied successfully to lipid
characterization [5] and biological tissue imaging [6, 7]. Takáts
et al. reported a promising technique named “rapid evaporative
ionization mass spectrometry (REI-MS),” which allows real-
time identification of tissue properties during surgery [8].

To address clinical requirements, we have developed probe
electrospray ionization (PESI) [9, 10], which uses a solid needle
as a sampling probe and an ESI emitter. PESI-MS has been
applied to the direct analysis of biological samples, and was
validated as a useful method for measuring mass spectra without
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any sample pretreatment [11, 12]. Recently, we have also
applied PESI-MS to real-time analysis of organs in living mice,
and showed the usefulness in distinguishing differences in lipid
composition of hepatocytes between normal and steatotic mice.
All mice used in this study tolerated the experimental procedure
of PESI-MS because of its low invasiveness, and survived for
months until being sacrificed for further analyses [13].

In our previouswork [10], it was found that a single-shot PESI-
MS using a 0.5 mm-diameter titanium (Ti) wire could virtually
ionize all the analytes contained in a droplet at the needle tip. The
analytes undergo sequential and exhaustive ionization according
to their surface activities, and these phenomena help alleviate the
ion-suppression effect that is inherent to capillary-based ESI, in
which sample solution is continuously supplied to the capillary.

To examine the solubility of lipids, we have used water and
several organic solvents for lipids extraction in human cancer
tissues. Under these conditions, renal cell carcinoma (RCC) is
characterized by accumulation of triacylglycerol (TAG) [14, 15],
which is a good model for proving the usefulness of PESI-MS.

Experimental
Probe Preparation

The probe preparation procedures were basically similar to
those described in earlier works [10, 16].
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Figure 1. Single shot PESI mass spectra for renal cancer tissue using EtOH/H2O (1/1 [vol/vol]) as solvent. (a) Total ion
chromatogram (TIC); (b) mass spectrum measured at T1; (c) mass spectrummeasured at T3 which is similar to that measured at T2

Table 1. PESI Solvents for Extraction and Separation of Lipids with
Reference Figures

PESI solvents Molecular species Extraction and
separation

Reference
figure

Ethanol/H2O CE, PC and TAG Good Fig. 1
Isopropanol/H2O CE, PC, and TAG Good Fig. S2
Acetonitrile/H2O CE, PC, and TAG Poor Fig. S3
Methanol/H2O CE, PC, and TAG Good Fig. S4
n-Propanol CE, PC, and TAG Good Fig. S5
Tetrahydrofuran/H2O CE, PC, and TAG Poor Fig. S6
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Probe Electrospray Ionization (PESI)

A schematic representation of the experimental system is
shown in Supplementary Figure 1 [10]. PESI mass spectra
were obtained with a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Accu-
TOF; JEOL, Tokyo, Japan). In this study, PESI-MS was
operated using single and continuous shot modes [9, 10]. For
single-shot probe electrospray, a surface-modified Ti wire with
a diameter of 0.5 mm was used as the sampling probe. The
droplet volume trapped at the probe tip was about 50 nL [10].
The droplet was left to be electrosprayed completely until the
electrospray current decreased to zero.

For continuous shot probe electrospray, a Ti wire with a
diameter of 0.1 mm was used. The droplet volume trapped at the
needle tipwas about a fewpL [11]. The needle tipwas periodically
renewed by sampling with sampling frequency of 3 Hz.

For both the single and continuous shot modes of operation,
a linear actuator (Citizen, Chiba, Japan) was used to drive the Ti
needle along a vertical axis perpendicular to the apex of the ion
sampling orifice of the mass spectrometer. The stroke distance
of the wire was 12 mm. The invasion depth of the needle into
the sample was 0.5 mm, which was regulated as described
previously [10]. With this invasion depth, the spatial resolutions
of the single and continuous shot modes were about 0.5 and
0.1 mm, respectively. When the wire with sample droplet on its
tip was moved to the highest position, a high voltage of 3–
3.5 kV was applied to generate electrospray. The electrospray
duration for the single and continuous shot PESI was ~20 s and
a few hundred ms, respectively, depending on the experimental
conditions (i.e., solvents used, surface conditions of the renal
tissue, etc.). Three consecutive single-shot PESI experiments
were performed that confirmed excellent reproducibility. Exact
mass analysis for identification of observed peaks was
performed with a high-resolution mass spectrometer (Bench
Top Orbitrap Exactive; Thermo, Bremen, Germany).

Sample Preparation

Solvents and buffer solutions were high-performance liquid
chromatography (HPLC) grade (Sigma, Tokyo, Japan), and
were used without further purification. Pure water was prepared
using aMilli-Q system (Millipore, Bedford,MA, USA). Cancer
tissues from patients diagnosed as RCC and their adjacent
noncancer counterparts were obtained from the Department of
Surgery, Faculty of Medicine, University of Yamanashi, and
were handled according to university regulations. The size of
kidney tissue was about 10×4×2 mm3. The tissues were stored
at −80 °C, thawed, and used for measurements. All the
procedures relating to the human specimens were approved by
the Ethical Committee of the University of Yamanashi Faculty
of Medicine.

Solvent Selection for Lipid Analysis

Mixtures of organic solvents and H2O with relative concen-
trations of 0 %, 25 %, 50 %, 75 %, and 100 % were used for
lipids extraction from the kidney tissues. Pure water gave

comparatively weak ion signals, possibly because of less
efficient lipids extraction. In contrast, pure organic solvents
generally gave stronger ion signals than water, whereas mass
spectra were less reproducible because of the rapid evaporation
of the droplet trapped on the needle tip. Shanta et al. recently
reported that a binary matrix has superior performance to
conventional matrix during lipidomic-based MALDI imaging
[17]. We found that a binary solvent systemwith a mixing ratio
of 1/1 (vol/vol) gave better results among all the solvent
systems examined. Thus, data obtained by binary solvents with
mixing ratio of organic solvents/H2O (1/1 [vol/vol]) are
presented as representative mass spectra.

Single-shot PESI mass spectra were obtained immediately
after dropping 1 μL of binary solvents on the surface of the
kidney tissue, which created on the tissue a spot size with a
diameter of less than 2 mm. We referred to previous efforts on
profiling and imaging of tissue by MALDI-MS [18, 19] to
select ideal solvents for extracting lipid components from the
specimens. In these studies, alcohol was employed to remove
salts, lipids, and any other component that would interfere with
spectral analyses of biological specimens [18, 19]. Additionally,
Seeley et al. also reported that alcohol-based washes, in
particular isopropanol, are themost effective for protein analysis
in a MALDI imaging as they effectively remove lipids from
biological specimens [20]. Therefore, using alcohols seemed to
be one of the ideal choices for better extraction of molecules,
especially lipids that are major constituents of cell membranes.

Results and Discussion
EtOH/H2O was found to be a suitable binary solvent for
lipids extraction from renal tissues. Figure 1 displays the
total ion chromatogram (TIC) and the PESI mass spectra at
points T1 and T3. At T1, the onset of electrospray, sodiated
and potassiated phosphatidylcholine PCs as major ions and
potassiated TAGs as minor ions are observed. At T2 and T3,
potassiated TAGs are observed with almost no ion signals
from PCs. The observed sequential ionization of PCs and
TAGs in Fig. 1 is attributed to the fact that analytes that are
preferentially enriched on the surface of the liquid droplet
(PCs) are electrosprayed first and those being suppressed
(TAGs) are electrosprayed after exhaustion of surface-
enriched analytes (PCs) [10]. This explains why the
suppression effect is minimized in PESI.

In addition to EtOH/H2O, we have also examined binary
solutions of isopropanol/H2O, CH3CN/H2O, MeOH/H2O,
n-Propanol/H2O and THF/H2O for single shot PESI experi-
ments (see Supplementary Figures S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6).
When CH3CN/H2O was used in single-shot PESI (Supple-
mentary Figure S3), no separation was observed between PCs
and TAGs. The weaker intensities of TAGs compared with
those of PCs may result from decreased extraction efficiency of
TAG in CH3CN/H2O, than in alcohols/H2O systems.

Finally, we tested THF/H2O (1/1 [vol/vol]) as a solvent
[21]. As shown in Supplementary Figure S6, the extraction
efficiency for TAGs from RCC is much poorer than that for
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alcohol-based solvent systems. The results obtained by using
various solvent systems for cancerous tissue analysis are
summarized in Table 1.

Similar experiments were also performed to assure the
low concentration of TAG in noncancerous regions using the
same solvents. Supplementary Figure 7 illustrates the TIC
and mass spectra of noncancerous kidney tissue using the
EtOH/H2O (1/1) solvent as representative for all alcohols/
H2O solvents. In the figure, the ion intensities of TAGs
obtained from the noncancerous region does not increase
significantly with spray time, T1→T3 in single shot PESI
analysis. This proved that the main components of noncan-
cerous kidney tissue are PCs and cholesteryl esters (CEs).

Comparison of Two Modes of Measurements—
Single and Continuous Shot

The single shot experiment is suitable for measurements of
time-dependent PESI mass spectra in ~20 s [10]. By this mode,
the needle was replaced every time for different tissue samples.
When we measured the same tissue at different regions, the
needle was rinsed by 50 % acetone and water every time to
avoid the cross contamination. The single-shot mode using a
0.5 mm-diameter Ti needle reflected changes in emerging
spectra as a function of time because electrospray continued for
~20 s. Therefore, the single-shot mode could be quite useful for
resolving the time window when specific mass spectra emerge.

The mass spectra obtained by single-shot PESI summed up
for the total spray time were found to be basically the same as
those obtained by the continuous shot mode, as expected. The
measurement of time-dependent PESI mass spectra in contin-
uous mode PESI was difficult because the duration of the
electrospray in this mode was only a few hundred milliseconds.
Supplementary Figure 8 (a–d) shows the mass spectra for the
tissue that is composed of noncancerous (reddish) and
cancerous (whitish) parts in the renal tissue, measured by the
continuous shot mode obtained by using the binary solvent of
EtOH/H2O. As shown in the mass spectra obtained for white
parts in regions 1, 2, and 3 (all of which correspond to the
number depicted in inset e), ion signals due to PCs, CEs, and
TAGs were detected. In contrast, in the mass spectra obtained
from region 4 (reddish region), PCs and CEs were dominant
ions, but TAGs were hardly detected.

Conclusion
Although it is widely known that TAGs are hallmarks of
RCC, our findings indicated that TAG with different fatty
acyl substituents that are not observed in noncancerous
tissue could be useful for the application of PESI-MS to
cancer diagnosis, as well as to metabolomics underlying the
disease [22]. Additionally, sequential and exhaustive ioni-
zation of analytes by PESI-MS would guarantee significant
potential for the application of mass spectrometry to rapid
and real-time clinical diagnosis to guide surgery.

However, imaging with PESI-MS may damage tissue
morphology andmay probably be useless for further evaluation
using other conventional histopathologic techniques. Extensive
work is underway to expedite PESI-MS for the analysis of
biological specimens with minimal morphologic destruction.
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